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stern remembers civil rights leader
ELLER. HOKE
was a large part of
ther King Jr. 's teachings
goal for all of those
in a candlelight vigil
as hundreds of Eastern
fought the January cold
the slain civil righls lead-

Ion remembers

's legacy. Page
ited and anxious crowd

le of all ages and races
in Thomas Hall at 6 p.m.
for the march to the
Luther King Jr. University
elight celebration was
red by the University
'th help from the Unity
Choir, the Wesley Founthe Newman Center.
Abston, UB human potenrdin ator, talked about
r the goals she hoped
be accomplished by the
hope the program wi 11
tnowledge about Martin
King Jr. and keep alive
of the things he said,"

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior photographer
Eastern students march from Thomas Hall to the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Monday night to remember the death of Martin Luther
King Jr. The march included faculty and President Jorns along with his son, Dan.

eport says BOG overspent Air raids continue

as Bush term ends

WID M. PUTNEY
Board of Governors is wasting money by
g too much office space and spending too
on overhead for an internship program it
ors, said a state auditor general's report
Friday.
ever, the report is just a "routine audit," not
into wrongdoing, as critics of the BOG
d make it seem, said BOG spokeswoman

Ile Brazell.

It would take a giant leap for
someone to conclude that we
should be eliminated because
of this
Michelle Brazell
BOG Spokeswoman

report says the BOG has been spending
1,473 a year since 1991 to rent office space in
Hilton Hotel in Springfield. The BOG should
· moving into a smaller, lower cost office, would link reorganization with a routine audit
says.
report."
II said the report's figures are accurate, but
The BOG does not have excessive office space,
an indication of the JBOG wasting money.
and does not know why the Auditor General is critGov. Bob Kustra used the auditor general's icizing its choice of offices three years into its
to back his task force's conclusion that the lease, Brazell said.
needs to be eliminated. He said the report
The BOG chose the Hilton after considering 18
a"black eye" to higher education.
more expensive offices, Brazell said. The BOG
said it indicates sloppy management and pays $181,473 in rent annually, compared to
d be the last straw" i.111 deciding to reorganize $85,025 per year at its former location, she said.
"gher education's board system.
Brazell said the new office is more expensive
released a preliminary report Jan. 6 urg- because it is nearly twice the size of the board's last
tbe General Assembly to eliminate the BOG, office. It costs $12.77 per square foot compared to
· h oversees Eastern, Northeastern Illinois, the $13.18 per square foot the BOG paid for its forgo State, Western Ulinois and Governor's mer location, she said.
universities. His report makes similar recomA provision of the lease that gives the BOG free
·ons regarding the Board of Regents, which use of 144 rooms in the Hilton, including 15 days
sees Illinois State, Northern Illinois and in the Capitol Suite, has come under sharp attack
on State universities.
by critics of the BOG.
Brazell said the free rooms are a "plus" and have
Udefended the BOO's actions.
would take a giant leap for someone to con- saved the BOG $9,700 in travel expenses. She said
e that we should be eliminated because of BOG members and people doing business with the
" she said. "We find it incredible that they board have used the rooms.

WASHINGTON (AP) - American-led warplanes thundered into
Iraq in daylight bombing raids

Monday as President Bush devoted
his final hours in office to a tense
showdown with Saddam Hussein
that strained the solidarity of the
Gulf War coalition.
"Let's just hope that the message
has been delivered loud and clear,"
Bush said, hours after allied planes
rained bombs on air-defense missile
sites in southern Iraq and hil other
targets in the north in limited
strikes. "We did the right thing," he
said
President-elect Clinton expressed
support for Bush's action but there
was pointed criticism from Arab
nations that once supported military
action against Iraq.
The Cairo-based Arab League
called on the United Nations "to
adopt a policy of self-restraint and
use the language of dialogue."
The Russian government delivered a note to the State Department
admonishing the Bush administration not to act militarily without the
explicit approval of the U.N.
Security Council.
The message, from Fereign
Minister Andrei V. Kozyrev, said,
"There are casualties among civilian populations which is especially
regrettable."

Saddam Hussein
The Pentagon acknowledged that
a cruise missile fired from a Navy
ship Sunday had struck a Baghdad
hotel. Iraq said two civilians were
killed. The Pentagon said the missile was knocked off course by
Iraqi fire.
A senior official, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said the
hotel. home to many American and
other visiting journalists, was not a
target. The hotel, he said, was
"adjacent to the flight path" of the
missile.
"These attacks could proceed
without further warning," Pentagon
spokesman Pete Williams said.
Officials said all allied planes
returned safely. Iraq said 21 people
were killed altogether.
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Eastern
t Continued from page I

violence.
"The video showed violence of
some of the things he said,"
the '60s and the '90s. and our
Abston said.
focus should be on how we of all
Voices rang out over Eastern 's
races,
be it black. white. Hispanic
campus in a lively version of "We
or
whatever.
should try to get
Shall Overcome·· as the group
along
and
realize
the type of effort
filled the sidewalk from Booth
Library to the University Union, it will take." Sunon said
To close the celebration prowhich bears his name.
At the conclusion of the march, gram. the floor was turned over to
the crowd pushed into the Union the audience for comments from
Ballroom to remember King and students relating to different topthe late James Saunders. a retired ics.
Many emotional speeches came
Eastern journalism professor
instrumental in addressing minori- from the audience as members
ty concerns who died last month.
shared their individual feelings
'This march is very beneficial and opinions of the teachings of
to people on campus because it Martin Luther King Jr. and also
brings us together," said junior their affects on Eastern 's campus.
Gregory Jackson. "That is what
"The problem is separation,"
Martin Luther King Jr. wanted .
said junior Patrice Jones, a mem"When I came here my fresh - ber of the Unity Gospel Choir.
man year. I marched for all the "When you separate ,yourselve!i
wrong reasons.·· Jackson added.
into groups you arc separating
"When you come to this march, I
yourselves from each other."
want you to get everything that
At the close of the event,
you can out of this."
Zinnerman
expressed a stronger
Opening the ceremony was the
need
for
unity.
Next. he invited all
Unity Gospel Choir with a ~elec
people to attend events sponsored
tion of gospel music.
by minority organizations.
~tnrch organizers Ron Zinner"When you sec s omething
rnan and Shannon Sutton introsponsored
by BSU or other
duced a video highlighting King's
minority
organizations,
don't
speeches and important racial
think
it's
just
a
black
thing.
Come
bsLies over the past 30 years.
Their speeches focused on Dr. on out." Zinnerman told the
King's philosoph) of peace over crowd.

How Does Fast Food
Breakfast Strike You?

thJUNCTION
----------------------------

Union Bowling Lanes & Kee. Ar

The JUNCTION offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6 billiard
tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the JUNCTION in
Union or call 58 l ·.3616.
The cost per week is only $.3.00 plus shoe rental ($ . .35).

LEAGUE TIMES •••
6:.30
6:.30
4:.30
7:00

p.m. & 9 p.m ............. Monday Night COED
p.m. & 9 p.m .............Tuesday Night COED
p.m ............................ Peterson Point (lndv.) Wed.
p.m............................ Wednesday Night Men

Location • • • North end of UNION STATION
Hours • • •

M-TH ............ 9:00 a.m. - 10:.30 p.m.
Fri ............... I 0:00 a.m. - I I :.30 p.m.
Sat. ............. 2:00 p.m. - I I :.30 p.m.
Sun ............. 4:00 p.m. - 10:.30 p.m.
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at

S ~ T<> B F I :IE~
SC> YOU BUY IT AND TRY IT
IT'S "l'.Nl C>N A DIET'. Tl-IE DIE
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._.......
WHEN MY RIRKE.Y AND TUNA ARE DIE

Jl.M..M.Y JOHN'
GOURMET SUB
''WE'LL BRING'EJ\11 T<>

345

107

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
© COPYRIGHT l 992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.

Performing Live Jan. 21st
If You're Tired of
Breakfast in a Styrofoan1 Box
Try What's Cookin' Next Time.
We fix it to order & even put it on a real plate.

WAatlCJHJ

116lftli11Ul'

7th & Madison• Charleston• 345-7427
· Carry Out Available
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You Need it
We've Got it!
•School, Office &Computer Supplies
•Art & Drafting Supplies
•Parcel Shipping
345-PENS (7367)
217 Lincoln Ave.
•Fax Service

Fast
Free
Delivery
348-5454

15 Minute
carry out
215 Lincoln
Gourmet Pizzas For
Any Budget

-151n-n0;= specfui- - olriner-speciai
Large 1 Topping
Salad for 4
4 Drinks

University police
begins ticketing
By JOHN FERAK
campus editor

The University Police Department resumed enforcing regular
parking regulations this week as
they began ticketing cars not displaying the proper permits Monday.
Last Tuesday. the university
police sold parking permits for students at Lantz Gymnasium. Sgt.
Ron Osborne of the University
Police Deparcment said permit
sales were not extremely high.
"It was kind of a slow day for
sales," said Osborne, referring to
last week's permit sale. "A lot of
people. though, buy the parking
permit in the fa ll for the entire
year, so that's one reason we didn't
sell a huge amount of permits.
Spring sales, many times, aren't as
high in number as the total sold in
thefall."
One major problem involving

BODY IMAGE
learn to love the body
have. Come to a workon transforming your
image, a great altere to obsessing over
toning and trimming.
GenieO.~

The Counseling Center

esday, January 20,
12:00Noon

campus parking, Osborne said,
involves the severity of the weather. He added in cases of poor
weather, no one wants to park a car
at O'Brien Stadium's parking lot
and walk a great distance.
Instead. Osborne said, students
might take a chance and park in an
illegal zone rather than walk in the
frigid conditions. resulting in a
parking ticket.

sg_ 99

.TAX

2 Medium 2 Toppings
Order of Breadsticks
4 Drinks

s12. 99

.TAX

speciaf!Y-Pliias------~.naff ---BBQ Topper, Big Topper,
Maui Topper, Shrimp Scampi,
Combo, Meat Topper, Veggie,
Garden Taco Topper, Bacon
Double CheeseBurger

Small
7.24+TAX
Two
9.23+TAX

Medium Large
9.99+TAX 12.74+TAX
Two
Two
12.98+TAX 16.73+TAX

1 Topping $3.99 +TAX
2 Pizzas $6.98 +TAX

Medium

1 Topping $4.99 +TAX
2 Pizzas $8.98 +TAx

Large
1 Topping $5.99 +TAx
2 Pizzas $10.98 +TAX

Students who still need to buy a
parking pem1it can purchase a permit at the university police station.
However, students must bring a
copy of their class schedule and a
validated ID to prove they are of
junior standing with at least 60
hours of credit, said a university
police official.
Osborne said the prices for permits will remain the same as the
fall semester. Students may buy a
parking per mit for $17.50 per
semester, $5 weekly or $1 daily.

3-PIECE
DINNER

I"" -m:U;QM~ ;AcK- - ~,

3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

:

EVERYONE!

$225

"'! :

$8 haircuts (with coupon)
I 2-PIECE $190
I
LUNCH
3 experienced stylists to serve you:
I
Donna, Tonya & Lori
I
Try our delicious
DONNAS HAIR CREATIONS
I 1408 6th St (1 block north of old main) I • Bar-B-Q Ribs
EXP. 1-23-93
.J • Livers & Gizzards
L 345-4451

----------Spring Infornial
Rush

Dates and Times
January 19 7 p.m.
January 20 7 p .m.
January 21 7p.m.

For Rides or Information Call: _ .
Cathy: 581-6769
~

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Served
Daily!

Complete Menu 5- 11 a.m.

We have catering for all occasions. Gift certificates
are available 345 - 6424
1305 Lincoln
Avenue

Charleston,
Illinois

o!~; Eastern News

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Governing board
kill-bills should
have a total plan
If the General Assembly and the Governor's
office decide to eliminate the Board of
Governors and the Board of Regents, something will have to take their place. Unfortunately, nolxxty seems to know what It will be.
Right now Eastern Is represented by the
Board of Governors, which reports to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education. Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra,
chair of an education task force, wlll recommend the elimination of the BOG and BOR,
leaving Eastern without this level of middle
management.
If Eastern is to truly benefit from reorganization, administration, faculty
and students should pay
- - - - - - - close attention to what
form of government wlll
replace the BOG. If not, we could find ourselves
In a tough situation in the future.
The General Assembly could establish an
Eastern board of trustees that would answer to
the IBHE. If so, the board could be elected
statewide, like the University of Illinois Trustees,
or could be appointed by the governor, like the
BOG and IBHE.
Another solution Is that the state could place
all the universities under one governing board,
which, in this case, would most likely be the
IBHE. All of these possibilities have merits and
problems.
Having all of the universities under IBHE control might make make coordination among the
schools easier at budget time, but then Eastern
would hand over all control to a far-off board
that Is unfamiliar with its needs.
Our own board of trustees mJght keep control dose to home, but we could end up getting lost among the other 12 universities at
budget time. A board appointed by the governor might be political lackeys.
The state government's decision to eliminate, change or even keep the BCX:j, must be
made with long-range interests of Eastern In
mind. The News is leery of any legislation that
alters the present situation without clearly
defining a new system of government.
Any changes should be Important issues at
Eastern because the Implications would stretch
through the decades. That is why the complete
reorganization of the state's higher education
system is not something that should be undertaken lightly or blindly.

Snow sports have its disadvantag
For the first time last weekend,
I was going to experience the
sport of skiing.
Living only 30 minutes from
downtown Charleston for most of
my life, I did not get much of an
opportunity to go skiing. The
infamous Eastern ski hill was not
yet in Qperation. Sledding down
miniature hills and digging tunnels In snow drifts were the
extent of my experience In the Cassie
"winter wonderland."
Simpson
I'd never been Ice skating until
a few years ago when I went to Indianapolis and ventured out very carefully onto the very slippery Ice on
extremely tiny blades. I only fell twice, but It was
enough to make me take frequent rests on the sidelines. I'd take a rest every 15 minutes, the amount of
time It would take me to make it around the rink.
Whoever told me that ice skating was a lot like
roller skating lied.
Anyway, I was not thrilled about the Idea of getting
up on two Jong skinny pieces of wood so I could go
over the side of a real ski hill very, very fast.
That ls the Idea Isn't It? To go as fast as possible
straight down?
As Timber Ridge Ski Hlll In Michigan got doser and
doser and somebody kept asking me over and over If
I was nervous, I really got nervous. My terrific acting
ablllty kept this a total secret from the questioning
person at my side.
I kept thinking that I would be leaving this place In
an ambulance with a tree plastered to my body.
Pulllng Into the parking lot behind half a dozen
other excited - and obviously experienced - skiers, I
noticed that there seemed to be a large number of
people barreling down the hill. Then I noticed the
large crowd gathered around one of the three chair

lifts.
There must have been 70 people there! I was
mood to have that many people watch me t
down the ski slope and make really good friends
a tree, so we did not even get out of the car.
turned It around and left.
I was granted a reprieve from the slopes. but
it will not last long. Wisconsin seems to be calll
name via my boyfriend - the avid skier that he Is.
However, I didn't totally manage to rid m
snow sports. I did something else that I did not
week to ponder and worry over.
I went down a toboggan run at 60 miles per
It was great. "A real rush," as one of the
behind me in line described it.
I didn't think I would be daring enough at
didn't look over the edge until I got right up on
then It was too late to back out.
I swear It must have been a 100-foot drop
screamed all the way down.
It was a fun ride In which up to four people
ride on this long wooden toboggan. You w
your toboggan on this cement bed thing that w
ered in Ice.
Then the attendant would remove the w
that had stopped you from plunging over the
and give you a good shove.
I recommend It to all of you - It wasn't as
Ing as It looked at the top. Except when you go
backwards, or so I have heard.
I guess the thing I learned from the Michl
was that something scary you contemplate d
several weeks Is always more frightening than
thing you decide to do at the spur of the m
You have no time to think up terrible things like
Ing real good friends with an oak tree.

- Cassie Simpson Is managing editor and a
columnist li:>rThe Dally Eastern N~.

Editorial

Bertoli. Brecht

Death penalty contains twisted lo
Editor's note: The following editorial Is from the
University of Washlnston 's dally student newspaper, The
Dally.
By the time you read this, convicted child-killer
Westley Allan Dodd will be dead.
Dodd's case has been a dlffirult one for those normally opposed to the death penalty. In addition to the fact
his a1mes were exceptionally hideous, Dodd has maintained that he wants and deserves to die by hanging. In
many ways It Is difficult to understand why anyone
would be opposed to this particular execution.
Indeed, we do not expect to shed many tears over
Dodd's death. Countless others are more deserving d
our sympathy to worry about the voluntary death d this
particular man.
However, Insofar as this execution was brought about
by our state's death penalty, It raises the specter d Injustice Inherent In capital punishment.
An examination of the death penalty cJearty Illustrates
the skewed ethJcs of our justice system.
Whtie death Is obviously, the most severe sanction the
government can Impose on a person, It ls not neces.sarlly
applied to those who commit atmes most damaging to
society. Rather, people of color and those born Into
poverty are far more llkely to find themselves facing execution than more economically and sodally privileged
offenders.
Perhaps a death penalty applied equitably by an lnfalll-

Guest viewpoint
ble justice system would be morally acceptable.
justice system has proven countless times that It Is
capable of terrible injustices. The fact that we al
system the opportunity to kill people who may be
cent ls unoonsclonable.

Even If you Ignore the ethics of the death noouit..•
moment, what practical purpose does it serve?
The threat of execution does not deter people
committing crimes as heinous as Dodd's. Ml
twisted do not think In terms of their ac
Additionally, given the legal costs of the co
appeals allowed death raw Inmates, as well as
suits flied by civil rights groups and the actual
executing someone, there ls little ftnandal I
prefer death CNeT life In prison.
With no ethical or practical justification, sta
sored executions are merely a means of rf!N
way to destroy something that we as a society
want to look at anymore.
No, the death of Westley Allan Dodd Is nothing
particularly weepy over. But our state's continued
tance of the death penalty should outrage all
recognize the simple fact that two wrongs do not
right
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CAREER CHOICE WORKSHOP
Un<ledared? Thinking of
changing your major?
What's the job market? Find

aU you need to know.
(Limited enrollment. Call
581-3413 co register.)
Ms. Julie Garrett,

BACK TO
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

The Counseling Center

Tuesday, February 2,
7:00PM

Students who feel they got a raw
deal on a final grade last semester
have until Feb. l 0 to begin an
appeal for a grade change.
Grades can be legitimately
appealed forfour reasons:
• If there was an obvious error in
the calculation of the grade.
• If the grade was assigned
because the student was subjected
to more demanding standards than
other students in the course.
• If the grade was assigned on a
basis other than actual perfonnance
in the course.
• If the grade was assigned in a
substantially different way from the
instructor's previously announced
standards.
"Students have four weeks from
the beginning of the semester to
appeal a grade," said Amy Jobin,
executive vice president of the
Student Senate. "But they have to
al least contact the professor
involved by Feb. I0."
Jobin said the first step of the

The Counseling Center
Sponsored by the Elli Counseling Center

93¢
ALL NEW
POSTERS
SELECTION
MALCOLM X (PG 13) 7:15

THIRSTY'S
Country Niaht

DRAFTS -----2~¢
PITCHERS -------$2.00
LONGNECKS -------$1 .00
THE BEST IN C OUNTRY M U S IC

NO COVER

Fitness Center: A Total Health Experience

Spring Special
10 TANS FOR $30
Wolff Tanning Beds

OVERNIGHT
FILM SERVICE
(DOUBLE PRINTS)

m.JE<CY<CILJE~ I

r-------- ,
J
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By BRANDEE LUCAS

HTAT

5/$2.00
WIREBOUND
NOTEBOOKS

Staff writer

Termed a success this past weekend, the popular Gus Bus made its
way through campus and Charleston on a mission to keep Eastern
students from 'drinking and driving,
said Brent Gage. Gos Bus coordinator.
Gage said as new freshman learn
about the Gus Bus and word gets
out, there should be even more people riding the bus.
"There were around 20 Lo 30
people picked up by the International House," Gage said. "If we
wanted to, in later weeks, we could
get two buses. But it would cost
more money."
Also. Gage noted Charleston bar
owners are supporting the Gus Bus
service by helping in the cost of
providing it.
"While the night progressed. bar
owners took notice in (the service),'' Gage said. "There are still
several establishments that are participating in the program that have
not paid yet. We'll give them two
or three weeks before they're
excluded from the service."
A couple of Eastern students said
the bus appeared to be extremely

POCKET FOLDERS

crowded ihroughout the evening.
"We tried to gel on at Fourth and
Lincoln, bul it was too crowded.
We decided to jog there instead,"
said two sophomore students,
Vicky Jerousek and Christa
Wascher.
Shirley VonBokel, a sophomore.
said she took advantage of the services. this past weekend
"l met (the driver of the bus) and
he was really nice. It was a pleasure
to meet him. The bus was crowded,
but we had a party on the way to
the party," she said.
The Mayflower Contract Services has been paid for the Gus Bus
up through January. Howver, on
Friday the program received even
more good news. Gage said two
more checks to keep the service
continuing were provided. The program now has enough funding to
continue through the first week of

March.

IEltlS

I
I SAUSAGE & CHEESE I
•••TO GOI
I
I PIZZA
at MonlCara, a Meet..
Pma:. ·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(MEDIUM (14•))

· Now
get
(1• 1
Thin Crust Sausage- & Cheese

~,

$7.45 with • Large (18") Pizza

Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 212193

....

AddllioMI topplliga •
Ngullr~

L-------

...I

5 BREADSTICKS wjTOMATO SAUCE ... 99¢
Cheese Sauce ... 60¢ Extra
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Nation pays tribute to King
ATLANTA (AP) - Martin
Luther King Jr. 's daughter urged
people marking his holiday Monday to honor him by keeping public
officials true to their word - and
she suggested that President-elect
Clinton hasn't been.
"A true follower of the prophet
must point out when people :.ay
one thing during the campaign and
do another. whether it's budget
cuts, tax cuts or Haitian immigration." the Rev. Bernice Albertine
King told 1.100 people who filled
Ebenezer Baptist Church, where
her father used to preach.
"All we say. President-elect

Clinton. is say what you mean and
mean what you say. Let your yea
be a yea and your nay be a nay."
The clay honoring the slain civil
rights leader was a state holiday for
the first time in Arizona and New
Hampshire.
In Arizona, where voters approved the holiday in November,
thousands marched to the state
Capitol in Phoenix.
"This is a victory and commemoration," said organizer Gene Blue.
New Hampshire Gov. Steve
Merrill issued an executive order
last week changing the name of
Civil Rights Day to King Day. A

bill to change the name permanently is pending before the state legislature. On Monday, about 200 people gathered on the Statehouse
lawn for the ringing of a Liberty
Bell replica.
Thousands marched in Denver to
honor King. while two dozen white
supremacists rallied at the slate
Capitol.
The Ku Klux Klan rally resulted
in a few disturbance~, but a large
police presence prevented a recurrence of last year's melec by proKing demonstrators, which ended
with 2 I arresll> and businesses vandalized.

SPRING BREAK 1993
• SOUTH PADRE AS LOW AS $345.00 AIR, HOTEL & TR
• DAYrONA BEACH • CANCUN • FORT LAUDERDALE • LAS
• ORLANDO • PHOENIX • BAHAMAS • 3-4 OR 7 DAY CRUISES
• PANAMA CITY • HILTON HEAD • COZUMEL • JAMAICA •A

CROSS COUNTY TRAVEL

235-3737

OR

1-800-879-7137

Artist's showcase draws 84
By COLLEEN WANGLER
Staff writer

Eighty-four people attended the Lamerol Gatewood
exhibit Sunday at the Tarble Arts Center. Gatewood
displayed works from his recent collection, "A World
of Shapes in Dreams."
Gatewood. an abstracr oil artist who uses color and
rexture, said his inspiration comes "from everything
from people to Italian Renaissance paintings and a lot
of contemporary artists.
"I don "t necessarily paint for a message," Gatewood
said Sarurclay at the opening of his exhibit. "I paint
because I like to paint"
Gatewood said he leaves works untitled so observers

can find their own meaning in the art. He creates colorful paintings by using techniques such as layering
gesso. paint. gliner. incandescent pigment and painted
tom paper.
Ellen McGritt, a New York City gallery director,
describe5 figures Gatewood uses in his paintings as a
"love of woman and man which transcends all issues
of history and culture and seeks to discover the essentials: creation, birth, connection, separation. death and
creation.
"Many of Gatewood's paintings depict three people
which represent the trinity concept of mother, father
and child." she said.
Gatewood's exhibit will remain on display in the
Tarble Arts Cenler through Feb. 21. Admission is free.

Buffet - Buffet - Bu

TUESDAY

Mayors want stiffer gun laws
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
mayor of Palatine appealed Monday for tougher gun laws, but said
stricter controls might not have
prevented the slayings of seven
people in a fast-food restaurant
this month.
Mayor Rita Mullins and about
20 other mayors want congressional approval of two measures:
the "Brady bill," which requires a
waiting period of handgun pur:chases and background checks of
gun buyers, and a ban on assault
weapons.
"Heed the sound of the shots
that rang out in my city." Mullins

said at a news conference at the
U.S. Conference of Mayors' winter meeting.
Palatine police have questioned
people but not charged anyone in
connection with the killings Jan. 8
at a Brown's Chicken and Pasta
restaurant in the suburb about 25
miles from downtown Chicago.
"It can happen anywhere,"
added Mayor Joan Darrah of
Stockto!l.'Calif.
On Jan. 17. 1989. a drifter
gunned down five children in a
Stockton schoolyard with an AK47 semiautomatic assault rifle and
then shot himself lo death with a

handgun.
That attack inspired a California law restricting military-style
assault weapons.
President-elect Clinton has said
he would sign the Brady bill and
supports an assault weapon ban.
'The time has come, justice will
be done," said Mayor William
Althaus of York, Pa., the conference president.
Calls to the National Rifle
Association's headquarters Monday went unanswered.
Mullins admitted the proposed
restrictions mighl not have prevented the slayings.

B E S E R V E

WASH & W AX
LUBE, OIL &
FILTER CHANGE

FRONT DISC
BRAKES

$

9

Include• pads,
Resurfacing Roton1
& Labor
Metalllc Pada Extra
_(Expires
_ _ _1125/93)
___

$

4 99

-Spaghetti
-Garlic Bread

-Pizza
-Salad

ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR 0

$4.49
Children 1O & under eat for
plus tax

JERRY'S PIZZ
5-9 pm

4th & Lincoln

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

TRANSMISSION
SERVICE

I
I

CHANGE FLUID,
FILTER, & GASKET

$24

1
gg perts exit•
1
Most Cars
I b Y appoIntment I
Recommended
EY8rf 2S.000m1
-l..,
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
-l..,
_
_
_ _1125193)
__ _
I (Expires 1125193) I
(Expires

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR

EIU STUDENTS
FREE INSPECTIONS
-4:w'HeeL _ T _F'LusH_&_F';Li._ T _fRoNT END-1
ALIGNMENT

I YOUR RADIATOR I

$44~!1 $24

99

PARTS EXTRA
Recommended tor Front I
WhMI Drive cars
I
(Expires 1125193)

most cars
Includes
1 gal. antifreeze
(Expires 1125193)

ALIGNMENT

I

! $26 !
99

I

LABOR

I

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of
talented students. If you qualify,
these ment·based scholarstups can
help you pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a Oat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive
an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholaiship is in
effect. Find out today if you qualify.

I Recommended for I
I Rear Wheel Drive Cars I
(Expires 1/25193)

ARMY ROTC
m

SMUTISI' COLLEGE
COUBSEYOU CAN DKE.

Cllfl'ord A. Messman, Captain, U.S. Army
Ea.stem Dllnols UnivenltT. f217l-581-5944 Call Collect
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leave
malia
ADISHU. Somalia
As the first U.S. Ma- .
prepare to leave. they
have done as much
can 10 bring some law
r 10 Mogadishu and
has come to return
to their spouses and
s.
y'll leave Tuesday

biucrncss, they say,
coming under gunfire
lis and critical fire
of the relief worksought to protect.
Ibey packed their duffle
Monday. Marines from
pany. 3rd Battalion,
giment, talked about
of their experiences in
·a and answered their

"le they came here to
security so that interrelief workers could
er food and medicine.
said they were heavy
ed in searching their
les because they were
by Somalis.
· g a raid on the main
bazaar in Mogadishu,
workers complained that
Marines widened their
into the central market
the relief workers shopseriously disrupted busiThe Marine commander.
Gen. Charles Wilhelm,
reported to have apoloprivately.
other aid workers have
the Marines. When
was a traffic accident
y that seriously injured
I Somalis. Marines and
corpsmen stopped to
them on the scene. then
them to the hospital.
a few days earlier. a
i sniper had shot and
ously wounded a Navy
sman from Kilo Comand another Mame was
in :m amhush, the first
rican military death in

crash kills seven
GARY. Ind. (AP) - One commuter train sideswiped another at a
track merge Monday, ripping open
cars ''like a big razor blade.. and
killing seven people. an official
said. More than 60 people were
injured, at least three critically.
"The glass was flying. le was a
tremendous impact." Margaret
McNcill, a passenger in the front
car of one or the trains, said as she
walked uninjured from the crash
site.
"We hung on. and there were
people flying around;' said Jane
Mitchell, another uninjured passenger.
Pa-;senger Abir Khater described
the chaos after impact: "There wa-;
panic and people were saying 'get
out, get out.· and other people saying 'sit down, just sit down.'"
The eastbound and westbound
trains collided shortly after 9:30
a.m. CST, said John Parsons,
spokesman for Northern Indiana
Commuter Transit District, Y.hich
owns the Chicago-to-South Bend
rail line.
The engineer on one of the trains

had been disciplined for his role a-;
a dispatcher in a I 985 crash, said
railroad General Manager Gerald
Hanas. but he ernphasi1cd it is too
soon lo tell if human error or a signal malfunction was to blame for
Monday's crash.
The cause of the crash wa-; under
investigation by the National
Transportation Safety Board.
About I00 people were on the
trains, a two-car No. 7 eastbound
from Chicago and a three-car No.
12 from South Bend, Parsons said.
The trains crashed where tracks
merge west of a trestle that is too
narrow for two trains to pass. It wao;
unclear if both were moving or one
was stopped waiting to cross the
trestle.
"We look at two factors here:
either human error or signal error,"
Hanas said.
It appeared that either one of the
trains ran a red signal, or the signals
at either end of the trestle were not
working. Hanas said. The signals
worked when tested later, but investigators had not ruled out a malfunction. be said

Phi Gamma Nu
p roudly presents

Spring Rush '93
Business 1l1ajors & Minors Welcome
Jan 19 5:30 Union/Casey Rm
Formal
20 5:30 Lumpkin Rn1 17
Formal
9:00 Informal TBA
21 5:30 Lumpkin Rn1 27
Formal
Need 2.SGPA
6 semester hrs in Business

We are the #1 Chapter
in the Nation!
For Information 348-0466
348-5389

Clinton rallies before
Jan. 20 inauguration
WASHINGTON (AP) - Thousands of ordinary citizens surged
through this capital Monday for
music, parties and celebrations as
Bill Clinton paid a nostalgic visit to
his former campus.
He vowed to learn from Martin
Luther King Jr. in ascending "the
mountaintop of American democracy." The president-elect made his
pre-inaugural rounds with high
spirits. despite new U.S. bombings
in Iraq.
"We have much work to do
against stiff odds without a day to
waste." he said in a speech on the
slain civil rights leader's birthday.
Just two days from being sworn
in, Clinton touched a variety of
bases. both old and new - students,
diplomats, ordinary Americans
he'd met on the campaign trail as
he moved about his new neighborhoods.
But the events took on a life
beyond Clinton's own furious pace
of visits around the city:
• Some 5,000 onlookers chanted
"Hillary, Hillary," as Clinton's wife
stopped by a string of tents along
the Mall from the Capitol to the
Wa-;hington Monument. The salsarock group Los Lobos played as
she examined crafts produced by
special education students from
Chicago. She and a holiday crowd

SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING SERVICE

seeks caring volunteers
to work with victims of sexual assault
Training begins January 31
Call office (348-5033), 1-5 pm Mon.-Fri.

~.arty's

Bacon cheeseburger w /fries $199
$1 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
others $125
Tonite: free hot spicy BBQ's

I /iii ANNI !Al ( fl EHl<i\TI( IN!

strolled through music performances, craft exhibits and food
stalls.
• Dinner parties were set in
every hotel and in private homes
from prosperous Georgetown to
Capitol Hill. Clinton himself was
stopping in at four large inaugural
dinners.
• Some 17 .000 paid for seats at a
suburban spons arena to see a preview of the entertainment Clinton
will view at a black-tie gala
Tuesday night
• Along the Pennsylvania Avenue route of Wednesday's inaugural parade. the manhole covers
have been welded shut and bulletproof glass panels put in place on
reviewing stands to assure the safety of the 42nd president of the
United States on his first day in
office. Nearly 5.000 police officers
and several thousand more military
personnel rehearsed their security
roles again and again.
But early in the day, Clin1on
1ook note of the troubling shadow
cast by another day of U.S.·led air
attacks in Iraq.
He used a get-acquainted morning session with the capital's diplomatic corps to empha'iize his continued support for President Bush's
use of force to persuade Iraq to
comply with U.N. resolutions.

SBAKCH NO MORB
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
• Balconies

St. James Place
(1905) S. 12th St.)
• 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available for fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental- office on Grant St.
3 :30-5 :30 p.m. - M - f
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CLASSIHED
ADVERTISING
POLICY
The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day·s Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
lmmedlately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All classlfled advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next day's publlcatlon. Any
ads processed AfllR 2 p.m.
will be publlshed In the following day's newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
Amil the 2 p.m. deadllne.
Classlfled ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertlslng submitted
to The Ddlly f.dstem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected , or c.an·
celed at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no llablllty If for any
reason It becomes nece$sal)'
to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES 0fftll£0
TRAVEL

LIFEGUARDING CLASS: The
Charleston Rec. Dept. is offering
Amencan Red Cross Lifeguarding
class starting Jan. 23rd. Cost is
$38.00. Call 345-6897 or stop by
520 Jackson.

18 lo 20-year·old non-drinkers to
help with underage drinking
research & enforcement. $1 Oihour.

328-3349

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/19
VOL UNTFFR RF.AnF.RS - To
tape record texts and/or read
aloud to fellow EIU students.
Could lead to Reed lor Pay.
Disability Services, 581-6583
-1/22
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico. the Carrlbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For employment
program call 1·206-634-0468 ext.
C5738

SPRING BREAK '93 BLOWOUT
SALE! lowest prices, best trips 100% guaranteed! Cancun,
Jamaica, & Florida packages still
available from America's student
!ravel leader. Travel free - organize a small group. Call STS at

(800) 648-4849.

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
SPRING BREAK '93: Party with
the Best! S Padre Island from
S99, Cancun Mexico from $424,
Bahamas/Cruise from $269. Join
over 1 million partiers! Call
Student Express Vacations 1800-TOUR·USA
--------~1/19
Spring Break! Panama City
Beach Quality accommodations
on the beach! Only S119 per per·
son. Call Mike at 581·2484 or 1S00-998-TRIP

--------~215

Graduate student looking for a renable typist ••• Please contact
Suzanne
581-2230
_ _ _at_
_ _ _ _ _ 1!20
Need extra money? Sell Avon.
CaU
345-6834.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

J
I

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.211

CANCUN S429· Travel with
College Tours • air, hotel. major
parties. Call now to find out how
you can earn a FREE TRIP!lll We
are the largest spring break operator to CANCUN in the nation. Do
not delay, call today! 1-800-395·
4896
_ _ _ _ _ 1/22

HELP WANTED
WANTED
Assistant Swim Coach Mon.. Wed.,
Fri. evenings. $5.00/hr. Apply at
520 Jackson, Recreation Dept.,
345-6897. Apply by Wed., Jan. 20.
--------~1~0
FREE DAYTONA SPRING
BREAK: Organize only 18 PEOPLE and travel FREEi Stay at the
Howard Johnson's Beachfront
from only j149L CALL NOWI
ake A 'finial( Vacation! 1-800
°l28·SAVE~
•
'
--------~1~0

RIDES/RIDE.RS
ROOMMAru

Su11USSORS

FOR RtNT

o!~;

Eastern News
Classified Ad Form
Name: _________________
Address: ______________
Phone: _ _ _ __
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Yes
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~

No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Under Classification of:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1~1

Sublessor Spr. '93. 1/2 block from
campus. $188/mo. Water, heat
included.
824-7209
after
_ _ _ Call
__
___
_ 4.
1~0

SuBLESSORS

NOTICE!
ALL TANNING
PATRONS OF

COACH EDDY'S
ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED
THAT ALL TAN

PACKAGES
NEED TO BE
USED UP NO
LATER THAN

I
.-~==.~!s424
...
I .$99
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MGT.
ACROSS
1 Electrical·power

unit
5 Diamond corner
•Vehicles
t3 Pelvic bones
t4 Not so many
15 Above
1e Singer
becomes golfer
t9 Before, in poesy
20 Vittles
21 Cozy place
22 Small nvers
24 Hockey great
2s·we
the
World "
26 Lowered 1n rank
30 At a distance
33 Casptan feeder

34 Actress Farrow

36 Comed1ennesinger becomes
author
4t Formic1d
42 Astronaut
Armstrong
43 On a cruise
44Teases
46MCIX MVll
48Power
49 Luna's descent
below the
horizon
53Navy 1a1I
55 Tight
se Hole-in-one
57 Former champ
becomes
teacher of the
blind

FEMALE SUBLESSOR
NOW FOR SPR
ROOM, 1 BLOCK F
PUS . SUMMER RE
CALL 345-2784

CAMPUS CLIPS
PRSSA WILL HAVE a mandatory board meeting at 5:
Galvin's house. If you can't make it please call Julie.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a meeting Tues. at 6p.m. in

201.
HEY NRHH - WELCOME beck I Our first meeting will be
Effingham room at 6. See you there!
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Life Skills Se
Noon In the Arcola Room In the Union. 'Body Image' will be
by Dr. Genie Lenihan - Lars leam to love the body you have.
workshop on transforming your body Image, an alternative ti
over body trimming.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Workshop Wed.
the Effingham Room In the Union. "He Said, She Said"
Gerard Saueier • Learn about hidden assumptions and
tems that block communication between women and men
ships. Learn how to break through to a clearer, healthier
municaling.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Workshop Tues.
7p.m. "Career Choice Workshop' presented by Juhe Ga
for a me1or that fits you? Take a look at the real world
matching majors Wlth the latest computenzed info. (limited
Call 581-3413 to register) .
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have a 3-po1nt Shootout
at 7p.m. on the SAC Basketball Courts.
WEIU/FM RADIO STAFF Meetings are every Tuesday night
Buzzard Hall Rm 139. Anyone interested in becoming a ra
ey 1s welcome to attend WEIU/FM's weekly meetings or call
and ask for FM staff.
CLUB MANAGERS ASSOC. of Amenca will have a meebng
6p.m. In KH Rm. 110. Mandatory meeting for all those inter
going to Nashville in February. Please bring your checkbook
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOC. will have weekly Jumma p
Friday et 1p.m. All faculty and students are Invited.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass tonighl
Newman Chapel. For rides call 348-0188 before 4:30.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible Study tool
Coleman Hall room 203.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Will have a Publieity mee
7p.m at McDonald's In the Student Union. Everyone Wel
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Wlll have Reconciliation T
9p.m. In the Newman Chapel
Please Note: Cempus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
NON-PROFIT event, l.e bako sales or raffles All Cl ps should
to The Dally Eastom News office by NOON one business
date of the event. Example any evenl scheduled for Thu
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday {Thursday Is
for Friday. Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted a
WILL NOT be published. No Clips will be taken by phone Mt
I eg ble or oontains oonflict1ng lnlormalion will nol be published

61 Caen's river
62 Charactensttc
63 College off1c1al
64 Bar order
65 Cereal spikes
66 Adherents

DOWN
1 Rubs with cloth
2Watchful
3 Striped cat
4Label
s Root vegetables
6 Fills with fearful
reverence
7 Arrange
a Stray
9 Secret
10Rara--

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - u Lei

12 Theater sign
61
t4 Olympic symbol
17 Once around
Sol
1a Register
35 Letters before
23 Deserve
an ahas
37
Btuedyc
by Edward
38 Morays
FitzGeratd
39 Pandowdy
26 One-on one
combats
40 Actor Conrad
21 Historic period
28 Flightless birds 45 More
malevolent
46 Place of trial

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ __
0 Check

.....- ._ _

,,,..,. _ _ _

.
-....,,-a.c.go .. ~
TK,.,12#

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:
'Q Cash

Female sublessor needed for
Spring 93 In Brittany Ridge Apts.
1 months rent free. Washer & dry·
ers included. CaH 345-7922 or 1 •
708-369-0497. Leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _1/19

Park Place. Own room. 1/3 utilt·
ties.
$145_
month
348-0124
_ __
__
_ _ _ 1122

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

ADOPTION

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
NOW FOR SP93. Youngstown
Apartments. One month FREE
rent! For more information call 1429-5948
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1119
ONE SUBLESSOR NEEDED:
Own room. Close to campus.
$150/month. For more info. cell
Kelly at 345-9612.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/19
Female sublessor needed Spr.
93. Own room. Close to campus.
$185/mth. Utilities paid. Call
Rental Services 345-3100. Ask
about Apt. 3
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Female sublessor needed ASAP.
Own room, close to campus.
$160/mo. Call Dawn 348-0205
_ ________

0 Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
ulive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

50 Soupy from

NC.
51 Renown
112 High schoolers
53Auger
54 Peace Nobelist
Cassin

eoJanuary1
Genova

47 Whit
49 Fla trees
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News
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Calvin and Hobbes
24 W Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities Included. 11
1/2 mos. lease. $305for1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Charlotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty

\\~
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by Bill Watterson
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Pl.£i\'5E ·'
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Apartments and a 4br house
available for group rental.
Summer and Fall. Call 345-7106
after 5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
Semester housing
re spacious older
per month per perdeposit. Rent
tllities, washer &
cable. 2 blocks from
Phone: 1-217-864-

Now: 1 guy to share very nice
apartment, 1 block from campus. Own room. Heat, water,
garbage Incl. $180.00 or 3 people to take over lease. 3456967.

. ,_

0

~ \!,)

....... ,,... ,_-c,·

1/19

- to,.--campus--,....,.fu-ml-=shed
83-94 school year.

per bedroom, 10 112
1175/mo., 34S.3148.
,.,.,,.,,..,...--,--.....,.,.~·517
150/month, utilities:
ONLY Intersession,
, Fall & Spring
Pat Novak (708)

Scooter and motorcycle batteries
$7.95 and up. FREE specialists.
1519 Madison 345-8658 (VOLT)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _caTR-517
Bunk bed $150.00 Solld frame.
34s.3754.
Nlchele
____
_ _Ka!Mrer
_ _ _1125
FENDER STRATOCASTER.
CREAM YELLOW. GOLD FLOYD
ROSE. $225. ASK FOR JIM. 3485871

1/19

Lost: Sliver beaded necklace
w/coln lost just before X-mas
Break. 581-2333 Erik

OOM FURNISHED

$100 REWARD! 12 year old

~S::':'.IN::-:-:G~Fc:::O:-::R:---=FALL:

TS. MCARTHUR
ENTS 913-917
ST. 345-2231

-.--:-=-::-::--:-:-~-·517
g (93-94) Women
blocks from campus.
• Furnished double
room, all utlllties,
free use of washer
• Terms: $220 per
ten months. Call 581-

~--~-,..517
1 block North of
• 10 mos lease. 6
ouse for 8 girls.
ilture. $175 each.
dryer included. Call
tte. Eads Realty.

.,.--____________1/20

miniature silver schnauzer dog

on 4th St. # bedroom
persons. Rent paid by
only. $135 per person.

lease. Security locked
Call Jan or Charlotte.
345-2113
517
,..........,..O,_N_,Ly.,...._..,..O.,..,N--=TH E
• OWN ROOM, $225
ONTH.
NICHELE

_ _ _ _ _1f22

foR

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.211

Found: Philip Mulzanely's schedule and notebook ln room 201 In
the Union.

BAND LOOKING FOR GUITARIST: We have EAST COAST
and CHICAGO gigging experience. local gigs to start in FEB.
Should look as good as you play.
Greeks welcome. Call 348-5104
(PHIL).
-----------------=-1/20
TRI SIGMAS: Welcome Back.
Meeting tonight at 8:30 in Phipps
Lecture Hall. (Science Building)
Luv,
______________
Wo-Wo
1/19
SIG KAPS: Don't forget that
there's an important formal
meeting tonight at 5:00 in the
Gallery.
-:-----,-,::----,.---1119
ALPHA GAMS - meeting tonight
at6:30!11

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1119

Apts. 1 block North of

1w~r

ORNAMENTAL.

named Heidi lost on Thursday
p.m. - Seneca Drive - Call Howard
EAds 345-4364 or 345-2113.

New Bulbs! New Bedsl New
Locationl New Phone Numberl
(JAMAICAN TAN) has moved to
410 7th St. 348-0018, M-F, 4-9,
Sat. 9-5. 12 sessions, 30.00 this
week only.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1f22
~,.--:-:-:---:c--:-:--1 /19

AU.

t-A.\JST 8£ SfR\Cil'i

JANUARY SPECIAL: 3 LATEX
BALLOONS ATTACHED TO
SNOWMAN TIN FILLED WITH
JOLLY RANCHERS DELIVERED $7.00. UP, UP AND
AWAY, 1503 7TH STREET, 3459462
ca1/19,21,25,27
T_H_E_B_O
__
D_Y_S.HOP: The 6
biggest, newest and best beds in
town! 345-TANS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1f22
Hey Shrimp: Happy 19th
Birthday. Have a great day. Love,
Goofy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/19
Models needed for Spring
Semester, male or female. Apply
at
216
_FAA
__
_Art
_Department.
_ _ _ _1125
The Dally Eastern News now
accepts VISA and MasterCard for
all your Classified Advertising
needs. For more Information call
the
Student
Publlcations
Business Office at 581-2812.
ha-00

Don't wait until the end
of the semester ... get your
resumes done now.
Call STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

581-2812
Askfor Tinley.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

io
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Wannstedt-rumored Win
as Bears next coach

"" From page 12

CHICAGO (AP) - Dallas
Cowboys assistant Dave Wannstedt is rumored to be all but
hired as coach of the Chicago
Bears. although a team spokesman said he was unaware of
such a move.
Wannstedt is the defensive
coordinator of the Cowboys,
who defeated the San Francisco
49ers 30-20 on Sunday and will
play the Buffalo Bills in the
Super Bowl on Jan. 31.

"This is a win that can give us
confidence.'' Samuels said.
The Panthers play at Wright
State on Saturday.

Bears spokesman Bryan Harlan said Monday night he was
unaware of any decision by
club president Michael Mccaskey.
'Tm trying to reach Michael
and I'm not even sure if he is in
town," Harlan said.
Broadcast reports said Mccaskey. who fired Mike Ditka
on Jan. 5. has had three meetings with Wannstedt. the first
coming last week in Dallas.

f.ASTF.RN 71, IWnub-Chicago 57
Paathc,.,;
FG IT Rcb A TP
Hcmanck1
l ·3 4-6
4 4
7
l.andrus
4-7 44
I 5 13
Jonf:in
S· 12 4.5
5 0 21
Young
2·3 3-4
11 4
7
West
3.5 0-0
3 5 6

Rodriguer
Nichol•

5·9

I ·2

8

I

0-0 0-0
3-5 0-0
Graham
0-0 0-0
Odumuviwa 0-0 ().()
William~
0-0 0-0
ro1a1'
26-4416·21

0
2
0
0

0
I
0
0

Leib

llllnol\·Chlc1go
2-5

Women

2·2

I

2
0

10·26 0-0
1·2 0-0
2·5 ().()
().() 0-0
S-11 0-2
()..2 0-2

3

Skouhlari,
Wilhnm~

• From page 12
high 13 points.
Sophomore point guard Nicky
Polka added 10 points and three
assists while senior co-captain
Sherie! Brown had eight points
and a team-high seven rebounds.
Despite the loss, Hilke said
that her team may have gained
some valuable experience as well
as a little respect.

"They think they did a good
job. They're excited," Hilke said.
"We're not dwelling on the
whole picture (a 1-11 record), it's
little victories right now. What
would pain me is if they did not
play hard, and that is not the
case."
The Lady Panthers will be
back in action on Thursday when
they travel to Valparaiso. Ind. to
take on the Lady Crusaders.

Long
Henderson

Jones
Ford
Bailey
Lampley
Total\

().()

().()

24-62

2-6

II
0
6
0
0

O O O
36 20 71

4.5 0-0
0-0 0-0

Johnson
Brakes

348
1626

I
0
0
2

3
3 3

0

0
12
2
0

0
2
0
0
25 II

6
10
0

24

3
4
0
10
0

0
57

Thtee·poinl field goals: Eal.1cm 34 (Jordan
1-1. Landrus 1·2, Hcmandcz l·I). UIC 7-17
(Brakes 2·2, Willwm 4-9.Lon~ l·I, Ford()..
4, Bailey O· I); Fouled ou1 : Eu1cm-1'ooc;
UIC- Willianu; Turnovers : Ea.tern 25. UlC
19

UIC

29

28

57

Eastern

30

41

71

Hey EJU Students Look What's New
atMcHugh's
~

The BIG Q for

Where the Q Stands for Quality
The BIG Q is a 1/4 lb cheeseburger wi
Lettuce, Onion, Pickle
and Special Sauce

Panthers
t From page 12
Jordan ignited the crowd of 3,733 fans on two occasions when he managed to find an open path co the
hoop for a pair of dunks. The slam dunks came at crucial limes in the first half when Eastern was trying to
cut into the Flames· lead.
"Dunking, running and shooting, that is how I was
born and bred," said Jordan, who went on to score a
team-high 21 points on 8- l 2 shooting from the field.
But perhaps the key bucket Jordan scored came in
the first half when Eastern wa" losing by one. He took
an outlet pass from Darrell Young, drove the length of
the floor and la) cd the b~I in at the buzzer to give the
eanthers a 30-29 halftime lcacl

"I had the ball on the break, I wanted to pass it, I
thought about passing it, but I was like Tm going to
shoot it,'" Jordan said.
Rodriguez scored nine of his l l total pointc; in the
final 13 minutes of the game to help secure the team's
lead and win.
"I kind of had a personal battle out there today with
Sherell Ford," Rodriguez said. "I was determined to do
something out there."
Rodriguez made key buckets in the second half
when the Flames were starting a comeback. With
13:26 left and the Panthers leading 38-35. he was the
primlll) figure in executing a 10-2 run by nailing a pair
ofback-10-back seven-foot Jump shots.

b::J

Try_ Our

Welcome Back Spec·

1/4 lb Cheeseburger
fully dressed
reg Fry. 12 oz Drink

\§

We're loo1rtng for enthusiastic, motivated people to fill the following
coordinator positions:

~

/\

7

Performing Arts

__/\__
'

Movies

H

~

7

/\

~

Subway

~

/\__,

Graphics

Special Events

7

~

N

~

7

Comm11ntcatlons

H

__/\__

""

/\

~

~

___/\__

"'-

7

Lectures

N

UDiverslty Board Is a volunteer student organization whose goal Is to provide the high
quality entertainment and acttvltles for the campus community. Applications can
picked up In Room 201 of the Union. Applications arc due back by Friday. January 20.
1993. If you would like more Information. call the Untverstty Board office at 581-5117

and women swimmers
e in different directions

y. The men, coma stripped down squad,
fO another last place fin-

ream invite.
head coach Ray Padohappy with the perforlhe women's squad. he
is room for improve't swim exceptionally
an said. "We had some

good events. but we mainly did it re~pectively in the 500 free. Mariwith a lot of balance and a lot of dee Hisgen. Ronae Scheuer also
contributed strong performances to
depth."
The women, swimming without pace Eastern.
For the men. a lack of numbers
senior Kim Beasey because of the
flu. won two of the twenty events hurt Eastern.
on the strength of senior Jamey
Some of the bright spots for the
Meneley. Meneley won the 100 and men's team included Jason
200 breast with teammate Heather Wrone 's third place finish in the
Hofman finishing second in the 200 fly, Jason Nonaca's fourth
200.
place finish in the 200 breast and
''The big key in the girls' meet Sean O'Neil's fifth place finishes in
was the breaststroke," Padovan the 200 and 400 free.
said. "We're very solid there and it
"Both Jasons (Wrone and Nonhelped put us out in front of the aka) swam as well as they have all
season," Padovan ~id.
other teams."
The strength of the women's
In the diving events. senior
squad was to consistently place Karen Adkins finished third in the
swimmers in the top five. Seniors 1 meter for the women's squad and
Annell Metzger and Debbie Hab- freshm:m Mark Donahue finished
be n finished third and founh fourth in the I and 3 meter events.

ck teams tune up indoors
'sand women's indoor track team competcekend at different meets with varying
success.
en finished last in a three-team meet at
University on in Muncie, Ind. on Saturday,
men competed in an unscored meet at
e Uni,ersity on Saturday.
n fulled to finbh a competitor higher than
illly of the events at the triangular which was
Indiana State. The Lady Sycamores won the
a score of 89 points, Ball Stale was second
and the Lady Panthers were third with 16.
t running performances of the day were
by Dicrdra Woodley and Brooke Roberts.
finished thtrd in the 55-meter hurdles with a
8.53 seconds while Roberts was third in the
run with a time of 11: 13.94.
Jan5en had the highest linish of any Lady
finishing second in the high jump with a
1.62 meters (5-3 3/4). She wa' less than two
the leader.
n competed with host Illinois State.

Parkland and St. Ambrose College at Horton Field
House in Normal. The meet was not scorc<l, however.
many Eastern athletes posted some good scores and
times.
Jim Sledge won the 55 meter high hurdles with a
time of 7.61. Scott Tachette won the mile run by nearly two minutes with a time of 4:19.10 and Dan Rice
took second place in the 55 meter dash.
Eastern took second through litih place in the 400
meter dash with Vinrarn Wadebay being the top
Panther wirh a time of 51.22. Joe Bates was second in
the 1000 meter run with a time of 2:32.59 and Steve
Cunningham won the 3000 meter run at 9: I I .49.
In the field events Bryan Rcbham was second in the
pole vault with a height of 14-6. Brent Miller was second in the shot put and Dan Julian was second in the
high jump.
Both teams will be back in action on Saturday. The
women will host the Lady Panther Invite while the
men will compete in the Illinois Triangular Meet.

- Staff report

ts' Gooden resumes workouts
YORK (AP) - New York
tcher D"' ight Gooden
workouts Monday for the
since his automobile acciweek. and said he lost
ss just after his colli·
n, trying to avoid a car
mto his lane last Thursday,

11
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rn News

collided his truck into a concrete
barrier and a mailbox on a St.
Petersburg street
Gooden. speaking from Florida
during a telephone conference call,
said he wasn't wearing a seatbelt.
" I should have been," he said.
"Today, when I went to work out. I
had it on."

Gooden's agent, Jim Neader.
accompanied the pitcher to a hospital after the accident, and X-rays
were negative.
"I was very scared. Even at the
hospital you wercn 't sure 1f something was broke," Gooden said.
"Everything was looking blurry
for a while," he added.
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Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery

••
••
••
•

Free Semi-thick Crust after 1O p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m. ~.2 a.m. on weekends
~
Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer

$3.99

FREE

ONIGHT!

0¢

LENSES
Our standard Single
Vision CR-39 lenses
.J~FREE . with purchase
If
of frame.

'M.

Gerard Saucier.
Counseling Center
llllH:SWay, January 20,
7:00P~

m Room.University l nion

Power Gym
Tans for $25
unlimited for
1 month $25
Beds available
345-1544

each additional
item .75¢

NOTICE!!
TO ALL COACH EDDY'S PATRONS
A BIG 48 HOUK THANK YOU!
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY ONLY

STORE WIDE SAVINGS OF

40- 75%
Nike

..,~%

Adidas

/

J

0

CALL 345-5100
From U•ttoon 235-0300
2 Block• EHt of Old lhln
904 E. Lincoln, Cherluton

Or. Steven H. Lane 0 .0.

0

'/'/'
OJJ

Reebok

~~~~:('

DISCONTINUED ATHLETIC SHOES & others

EIU

EIU

ackets.. ~................. ~0% of[ T-shirts
Su·eatshrrts .............:>0% Off.
Baseball jerseys......50% uff & Tank to s

0
60%

0

SPORTING SWIMSUITS

OCEAN
PACIFIC

8<1~~~~-esRacquets - Footlx1/ls -

Closeouts

75%
off

50%

\'o/(eJ'balls - Soccer·
7Jaskc>tballs

0%off 0

RUSSEll. RUSSELL NAME RUSSELL
BRANDED
JACKETS
Clothing
&LEE
\'I/ & W10 HOODS

50%

50%

40% off
UMBRO AllCOTION
Gvm Shorts by

40%

Oon Allcson

50%
off

Dodgl>r

R11s.sell

T-Shirts
Short Sleeve
60% off
Lon Sleeve
Q

REEBOK
APPAREL

40%

40%
o'f

T-Shi11s
50%off

40%

SHOES 40%
Nike - Saucony - Adidas

mthe EIU Counsdmg Center

n Light

Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

After 10 p.m.

NIKE
APPAREL

Buy one pair of tinted or
clear soft contacts with
an exam and gel a
SPARE PAIR of our
Standard Clear soft
lenses ... FREE.

$1 99 per order

when placed

Coke

SAID, SHE SAID
ahoui hidden :1s:--um1>and unhl'nlthy paltl'rn!'i
k COlllllllll1iCation
n women and men in
ships. Learn how to
through Lo a clcan.·r,
r \\,t}' of c:ommunic:at-

Every
Wednesday

Small Pizza

Large Thin
Single Item
and Qt. of

Blank Sweats

Panther's

m:

345-3400

off

0

- Conuerse - L.A. Gear

(unless otherwise excluded)

T-Shirts
50%off

off

COACH EDDY'S
Panther Sport Shoppe
9AM-8PM

By DON O' BRIEN
Staff writer

Louis Jordan tried to help out the
Flames of the University of Illinois
at Chicago Monday.
"I told one of their guys that
they better come out of that
(press)," said the sophomore from
Oak Park.
The unidentified UIC player
didn't listen co Jordan's advice of
coming out of the 2-2-1 half-court
trapping zone press that the Flames
used for a majority of the game.
It turned out that Jordan was the
main force in the Panthers' offense
that tore apart the Flames· zone
press. Jordan scored a team-high
21 points as the Panthers handed
the Flames their first MidContinent Conference loss of the
season 71-57 Monday at Lantz
Gym.
But the Panthers, who boosted
their conference mark to 2-2 and
overall record to 5-8, didn't master
the UI C defense until the second
half of the game though.
In the first half the Flames. who
fell to 2-1 in the Mid-Con and 7-7
overall, used the press to their
advantage to pulJ out co an eighlpoinc lead.
With the Panthers holding a 9-8
lead seven minutes into the game.
the Flames slapped on the press
and junior guard Kenny Williams
heated up. Williams, an all-conference selection last year, scored nine
of his game-high 24 points and
added two steals and an assist during a 13-4 run that gave UIC a 2J-

13 lead with 6:09 remaining in the
first half.
Williams drained a three-pointer,
put in three layups and dished off
after a steal to forward Sherell Ford
for a dunk and the momentum was
clearly with the Flames, who the
Panthers defeated in the championship game of the Mid-Continent
Conference tournament last March
that earned the Panthers a berth
into the NCAA tournament.
Eastern clawed back into the
game and a lay up by Jordan at the
halftime buzzer gave the Panthers a
30-29 lead.
It was a halftime alteration by
Panther coach Rick Samuels that
helped the Panthers crack the UIC
zone in the second half.
"Our plan of attack against the
zone was consistent," Samuels
said "Our plan was to use the middle man to attack the basket. What
we did at half was to move our
middle man up three to four steps."
With senior guard Eric West
playing the middle man and Jordan
and Andre Rodriguez roaming on
the backside the Panthers were able
to tire the Flames. who were trying
to put pressure on the ball at all
times, and convert some breaks
into easy hoops.
"We really got them tired by
standing and throwing the ball
back and forth to one another," said
Rodriguez, who finished with 1J
points and eight rebounds.
Monday's win came on the heels
of a 94-76 loss at Valparaiso on
Saturday.

"' Continued on page 10

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior
Sophomore Louis Jordan gets the ball at the high post during the Pamhers' 71-57 win over lllinoi:J
Monday night at Lantz Gym. Jordan scored a team-high 21 points.

Sophomores super in victo
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

It took a total team effort for Eastern's Panthers to
defeat the Flames of Illinois-Chicago, the preseason
Mid-Continent Conference favorite, 71-57 Monday at
Lantz Gym.
But two Panthers literally rose to the occasion in the
win.
Sophomores Louis Jordan and Andre Rodriguez
helped the Panthers' get back on the winning track

after a loss at Valparaiso Saturday. Monday's
a little different from the Valpo game for J
Rodriguez, who are former Oak Park Hi
teammates.
"There is just something about (UIC
Rodriguez said, who had 11 points and eight
Jordan agreed, 'There's something about
their style of play which really brings out
talents, which really extends from play
me."
t Continued on page JO

Wrestlers get 7th Impressive 1st half not enou
at 14 team invite as Eastern loses to NIU 85-5
McCausland. "In a tournament of
this size, with only 14 teams, if you
don't get four or five guys on to the
Three Eastern wrestlers made it finals, you don 't stand much of a
to the awards stand at the chance as a team."
Southwest Missouri Invitational
There were a few bright spots for
Saturday, but coach Ralph Mc- the wrestlers though, as Daubock's
Causland was not entirely pleased loss was a close match, 8-6, to the
with what he saw from his squad in eventual champion at 142, and
Springfield, Mo.
Brian Klene fell in sudden death
Stan Gress. Rich Murry and Joe overtime in the semi-finals - that
Daubock continue to be the most marking the only close loss that the
consistent scorers for the grapplers, Panthers suffered, which has been a
with Gress taking second at 190 problem that has plagued them au
pounds, Murry third at 177 and season long.
Daubock third at 142. McCausland
" Joe wrestled very well all day
said he felt the team had an oppor- long for us, losing a tough match to
tunity to do much better than they finish third, and Brian Klene fell in
did - taking seventh overall in the the semi's in as sudden-death over14 team tournament.
time match, which was the only
"We went in and had a good pre- match like that we had all day,"
liminary round and a good first said McCausland. "I guess you
round, but the second round in a could say that we are getting better
tournament like this is the money in those kind of matches because
round and we just looked dismal," we are beginning to eliminate them.
said McCausland. "The officiating We still haven't won many of them,
down there was j ust horrid, and I but you don't have to worry about
think the guys began to let that get how many you win and lose when
to them a little in the second round.
you can avoid the whole situation."
"We had our chances to do well
The wrestlers try to get back on
though, because in a tournament of track Wednesday night, traveling to
this size the second round pretty Southern Illinois at Edwardsville
• much determines the finals," added for a dual meet

By JEFF GLADE

Staff writer

By RYAN GIUSTI

in the half.

Associate sports editor

Most of the damage
by Conner and forward
Wmgis. Conner scored a
high 16 points while
down nine rebounds.
recorded a double-doub
piling 12 points a
r e b ounds. Freshman
Cbamonique Stallworth
spark off of the bench,
14 points in 16 minutes.
The Huskies' top
held under her average
Lady Panthers. Junior
E .C. Hill, who came i
game averaging 20 p
game, was held 13 po'
of which came in the fi
minutes of the game. S
battling a sore leg ace
Huskie coach Jane Al
Dieterle.
A bright spot for Eas
the car eer game turned
freshman forwa rd
Waldner. Waldner, w
been battling injuries and
early in the season, s
second game of the y
responded by pouring in
•Continued on page

For one h alf of play on
Satu rday night, the Lady
Panthers looked like a group of
crafty veterans in the heat of the
Mid-Continent Conference title
race.
Despite trailing by two points
at halftime. Northern Illinois
exploded in the second half to
down Eastern by a score of 8558 in a Mid-Con match up at
Lantz Gym.
I n the end, it was Northern
Illinois' advantage in experience
and rebounding that keyed the
Lady Panthers' downfall.
"They (Northern) are a heck
of a ballclub," Eastern coach
Barbara H ilke said. "They
showed they're experience late
and nailed us on the boards in
the second half, but I'm pleased
with how hard our kids played."
The loss was Eastern 's sixth
in a row and dropped the Lady
Panthers to l - 11 overa11 and 0-4
in the conference. Northern
improved to 7-2, 3-0.
The Lady Panthers held a 3635 lead with I 0 seconds left in

Violet Waldner
the first half when Northern 's
Cindy Conner nailed a threepointer to give the Huskies a
two-point advantage at the intermission .
From there it was all downhill
for Eastern. The Huskies, who
were preseason favorites in the
Mid-Con, ran off eight unanswered points to start the second
half and went on a 16-2 run later

